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Growing Family of Surface Mount Fasteners for PC Boards
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One of the best sources for your fastening challenges is www.pennfast.com
You can download our all of our product bulletins, insert drawings from our online 

CAD library directly into your CAD system, and view animated demonstrations of 
fastener installations.

Many other resources reside at our Web site, which we invite you to visit regularly.

Install along with 
other surface mount 

components

Enable boards to be 
stacked or spaced

Serve as board 
mounting or
component-
attachment
hardware

Deliver production 
and cost advantages

Tape-and-reel
packaging
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NEW FASTENER PRODUCT

CLINCH FASTENER INSTALLATION TROUBLESHOOTING

PROBLEMS:    Poor holding power-
                        Nut off center of hole.

POSSIBLE CAUSES:

• Oversize mounting hole.
• Nut is cocked in the hole and shears
   side of the hole when installed.

SOLUTIONS:

• Punch or drill hole to specified
   dimensions.

• Check that the shank of the nut
   is squarely in the hole before
   applying squeezing force.

These fasteners can be mounted on printed circuit boards in the same manner and at the same time as other 
surface mount components prior to the automated reflow solder process.  They add to a growing family of  
PEM ReelFast SMT products (including panel fasteners).

They can be used to space or stack boards or (as nuts) to mount boards or attach components.  They can 
be installed in boards as thin as .060”/1.53mm.

They reduce the risk of damage to boards (and resulting scrap) that may occur when improperly installing 
fasteners with off-line equipment; reduce handling of loose parts to deliver labor savings; and speed assembly 
by eliminating secondary operations.

Threaded types are available in sizes #4-40 through #8-32 and M3 through M4 and thru-hole (non-threaded) 
types in sizes .116”, .143”, 3.6mm, and 4.2 mm.  Lengths range from .065” to .375” and 2mm to 10mm.

Tape-and-reel packaging conforms with industry standards and preferences for other surface mount 
components.  (Each reel carries up to 1,500 parts, depending on fastener size.)

PEM® ReelFast™ SMT
Spacers/Nuts
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TECH TALK

PEM® ReelFast SMT Panel Fasteners

PEM® Broaching Fasteners

Fasteners for PC Boards

No matter how sophisticated or advanced, electronic 
components must be attached reliably and securely 
if they are to deliver optimum performance. 

Printed circuit (PC) boards carry their own sets 
of challenges, based on function and location in an 
assembly.

Incorporating PC boards may require component-
to-board, board-to-board, or board-to-chassis 
attachment; some boards may need to be stacked 
or spaced; and others may have to be removed and 
re-attached from time to time.

As a result, we have made strides in fastener 
products for use in or with PC boards and in the 
methods used to attach them.

Concerns about potential damage to PC boards 
due to improper secondary installation operations 
have prompted our latest innovative solution: surface 
mount fasteners.

The newest examples (profiled in this newsletter) 
are our ReelFast™ SMT spacers/nuts.  (ReelFast 
SMT panel fasteners were introduced recently.)

These mount on PC boards in the same manner 
and at the same time as other surface mount 
components prior to the automated reflow solder 

process.  The fasteners simply become another board 
component.

In seeking fastener attachment that will reduce 
hardware requirements and promote specific functions, 
broaching fasteners also offer practical alternatives to 
traditional “loose” hardware.  They install permanently 

in all types of PC boards and 
reduce excess parts.

A broaching fastener is 
a knurled-shank fastening   
device that can be pressed 
into a hole to provide a strong 
threaded or unthreaded 
attachment point in non-
ductile (non-metal) materials.  
Specially formed axial grooves 
around the shank of the 
fastener “broach,” or cut into 
the material, creating a firm, 
interference-type fit resistant 
to rotation.

Because every board-
related application will 
be governed by its own 
parameters, we can partner to 
help arrive at the ideal solution.
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PennEngineering® Fastening Technologies develops and manufactures PEM® self-clinching, 
broaching, weld, and surface mount fasteners, SI® inserts for plastics, and Atlas™ SpinTite®, 
MaxTite®, and Plus+Tite™ blind threaded inserts.

Fastener installation equipment includes PEMSERTER® automatic and manual precision 
presses, In-Die and robotics capabilities, the StickScrew® System for small-screw insertion, 
and Atlas tools.

©2004 PennEngineering

EQUIPMENT SOLUTION
The new PEMSERTER® QX™ 
Turret Tool System engineered 
for use with the PEMSERTER 
Series 2000® automatic fastener-
feeding press can quickly and 
efficiently alternate between 
anvil tools to install a variety of 
fasteners in a single workpiece 
without tooling changeovers.

The QX System includes four 
anvil tools that can be manually 
rotated quickly into position. 

One is dedicated to the 
automated feed tooling for 
the highest-volume fastener 
installation, while the others can 
be used to install up to three 
different products manually.

Color-coded parts trays and 
anvils make it easy for a single 
operator to install up to four 
different fasteners while handling 
the workpiece only once.

The system detects which 
station is in the “install” position 
and prevents operators from 
proceeding unless the correct 
station is locked in position.  
Multiple jobs can be saved for 
future quick setups.

Learn More
at

www.pennfast.com
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